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Abstract

This article examines Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) scores among university performing arts students, the role of trauma as a muse and creative outlet, and attraction to the performing arts as a result of experienced trauma. Descriptive and Chi Square analysis reveal significant concentrations of ACE scores were discovered in 3 of the 10 ACE categories for performing arts majors, specifically psychological abuse, emotional neglect, and having a family member with mental illness. Additionally, performing arts students (n = 95) had a higher total average ACE score compared to other majors (n = 322). Research indicates a strong correlation between number of ACE scores and negative physical and psychological outcomes in adults (Felitti et al., 1998). Numerous methods centered on difficult emotions are employed to assist performing artists in honing their craft, physically, cognitively, and psychologically; thereby creating a complex relationship between creative inspiration from past traumatic events and destructive force to the whole person. These dynamics result in implications for performing arts preparatory programs, such as how to address these issues in their curriculum for holistic education and development of one's artistic range and abilities.
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To be an interesting actor – hell, to be an interesting human being – you must be authentic and for you to be authentic you must embrace who you really are, warts and all. Sanford Meisner (Simon, 2018, p. 1)

1. Introduction:

With the increased attention to the influence of trauma on life domains and outcomes, more socializing institutions are taking on the responsibility of proactively addressing unresolved traumatic issues to increase positive outcomes (Boatwright & Midcalf, 2019; Francis, DePriest, Wilson, & Gross, 2018; Moses & Villodas, 2017; Reinbergs & Fefer, 2017). Primary and secondary education are being called upon to respond to these challenges as part of their educational goals and mission. Specifically, schools are charged with providing more social services than in generations before as a means of ensuring student success (Branson, 2019). Universities and training programs are also becoming more aware and responsive to negative manifestations of trauma that might cause students to be unsuccessful in their programs (Hallett & Crutchfield, 2017).

Besides a source of creative personal expression, performing arts can be used as a means of sublimation—a positive channel for negative energy (Zastrow et al., 2018). Research also indicates that performing arts can be used as a medium for processing and resolving past traumatic events toward healing (Kelly, 2018; Sees & Unrath, 2015; Smigelsky & Neimeyer, 2018). Performing arts provides artists with a source of power through language, movement, and activity to take the focus off the pathology, and shift to insight and self-restoration (Sharma, 2014). Additionally, the disciplined use of breath control that artists learn assists with the physical and emotional domains, which naturally encourages unresolved issues to surface for exploration (Matchett & Mokwena, 2013). Therefore, if students with a history of trauma are enrolling in performing arts in institutions of higher learning or other preparatory programs, what kinds of implications does this create for administrators and instructors?
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This article will discuss findings of research concerning Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) scores conducted at a Midwestern university in the United States that has a campus devoted to performing arts. The campus provides undergraduate instruction to students in art, dance, music, and theater, as well as a venue for student and world-class touring performances. Significant concentrations of ACE scores were discovered in 3 of the 10 ACE categories for performing arts majors, specifically psychological abuse, emotional neglect, and having a family member with mental illness. The article will discuss implications for preparatory programs, such as whether students are attracted to performing arts as a direct result of their traumatic experiences, and if university/preparatory programs have a responsibility to address these issues in their curriculum for holistic education and development of one’s artistic range and abilities. Additional discussion will focus on the relationship between trauma and interest in creative outlets, and how this can be harnessed to assist students with their growth and development as artists.

2. Adverse Childhood Experience (ACE) and Childhood Toxic Stress

Individuals may experience trauma after suffering a physically or emotionally harmful event (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, 2014). Toxic stress results from sustained exposure to adverse events and the prolonged biological response that occurs, creating a physically corrosive environment (Segal et al., 2019). The groundbreaking research of Felitti et al., (1998) provided considerable insight into the relationship between exposure to traumatic events and toxic stress, and negative physical and emotional health in adulthood. Because of the significance of the findings, ACE scores have been used to study the repercussions of trauma in other populations to determine additional noteworthy relationships (Blosnich & Anderson, 2015; Corbin et al., 2013; Nurius et al., 2016; Reid et al., 2017). ACE scores are comprised of 10 dichotomous items to determine the presence of trauma in the following categories: a) psychological abuse, b) physical abuse, c) sexual abuse, d) physical neglect, e) emotional neglect, f) divorce/separation of parents, g) witness to abuse of mother figure, h) family member with substance use disorder, i) family member with mental health issues, and j) incarceration of a family member (Felitti et al., 1998).

The presence of trauma can create a substantial influence on a child’s life (Helitzer et al., 2015; Longman-Mills & Mitchell, 2017; Nurius et al., 2016; Taillieu & Brownridge, 2013), as can toxic stress (Corr & Barton, 2018; Knowles et al., 2016). Because trauma and toxic stress often occur together, it is difficult to differentiate the influence of these phenomenon; therefore, these two terms are often lumped together. It is believed that the ongoing and accumulative damage from toxic stress is likely responsible for the negative physical and mental outcomes adults may suffer. The constant negative stimuli can lead to habitual high-risk behaviors, negative coping skills, and other activities with negative physical and emotional consequences in adulthood (Anda et al., 1999; Helitzer et al., 2015; Longman-Mills & Mitchell, 2017; Najib et al., 2019; Nurius et al., 2016; Shern et al., 2016).

Those taking the ACE survey are asked if they have experienced any of the 10 identified events before the age of 18. Categories marked with a “yes” endorsement are added together to determine a person’s overall ACE score. The higher one’s ACE score, the more likely negative outcomes will occur in one’s adulthood (Redford, 2015). Fortunately, ACE scores are not fatalistic, and purposeful intervention and development of positive coping skills can decrease the occurrence of negative life events (Helitzer et al., 2015; Karatoreos & McEwen, 2013). Although there has been a great deal of attention on the negative outcomes of trauma and toxic stress, there can also be positive outcomes, post traumatic growth, and increase in resiliency (Beutel et al., 2017; Karatoreos & McEwen, 2013). There are many factors involved with why some people are devastated and defined by their trauma, and others become stronger from the experiences. One of many is being intentional with developing resiliency skills and consciously using negative experiences for interpersonal growth (Ben-Porat, 2015; Tassie, 2015). It may be in this vein that the use of performance arts as a means of purposeful growth may occur (Harden et al., 2015; Leather & Kewley, 2019; Palidofsky & Stolbach, 2012; Smigelsky & Neimeyer, 2018).

Interesting concentrations of high ACT scores have been found in several vulnerable populations, such as those living in poverty (Francis et al., 2018); individuals who were the victims of human trafficking (Reid et al., 2017), women of color (Corbin et al., 2013), Persons of First Nations (Nurius et al., 2016), individuals who identify as members of the LGBTQ+ community (Blosnich & Anderson, 2015), those struggling with substance use disorders (Fuller-Thomson et al., 2016), and female sex offenders (Willis & Levenson, 2016). Thomas and Jaque (2018) investigated childhood adversity in professional performing artists, and found that increased reports of childhood abuse and neglect by actors. Additionally, in studies of actors and athletes, Thomas and Jaque (2019a and 2019b) found increased reports of childhood maltreatment. However, a review of literature did not find additional investigations concerning ACE scores in performing artists. This is a worthwhile area of research to understand the attraction of some students to performing arts. Additionally, data-driven implications can assist
performing arts programs in developing effective training and academic education needed for performance artistry, while also ensuring holistic wellbeing of students.

3. ACE Scores, Toxic Stress, and Performing Arts

The consequences of toxic stress are well documented. Research indicates that toxic stress can create negative physical, emotional, cognitive, social, and spiritual consequences (Beutel et al., 2017; Brew et al., 2018; Miller-Cribbs et al., 2016). Additionally, the use of negative coping skills to deal with the ongoing physical and emotional discomfort is correlated with engagement in high-risk behaviors, including tobacco use, substance use disorders, unsafe sexual practices, disordered eating, self-mutilation, suicidal ideation, and more (Karatoreos & McEwen, 2013; Longman-Mills & Mitchell, 2017; Umberson et al., 2014). Involvement in negative coping skills has the potential to spill over into other life areas, such as education, employment, and significant relationships (Boatwright & Midcalf, 2019; Khrapatina & Berman, 2017; LaMotte et al., 2019; Reinbergs & Fefer, 2018).

Additionally, for performing artists, maladaptive coping skills can negatively affect their craft. This is a complex relationship, as artists may be asked to use past traumatic or aversive events to create emotion needed for a character’s perspective, the mood of a piece, or to connect with the author/choreographer’s vision (Aronson, 2003; Bilgrave & Deluty, 2004; Scheeder, 1999; Strasberg, 1987). These dynamics can place preparatory programs in a dilemma. If those drawn to performing arts are more likely to have higher ACE scores due to childhood trauma and toxic stress, they are likely to have an untapped reservoir of potential emotions and experiences to draw from as they train and hone their craft. Performing artists rely on numerous techniques to focus the artistic expressions they exhibit. Specific methods common to most performance artists are the Stanislavski Method and Strasberg’s Method. Both methods encourage artists to use real and personal emotions to create a realistic performance from internal and external sources (Scheeder, 1999; Strasberg, 1987). Stanislavski encouraged students to develop emotional memories to draw from as needed for different situations, moods, and moments (Aronson, 2003; Bilgrave & Deluty, 2004). Stanislavski (1936/1989) stated,

It [emotional memory] has risen, naturally, from the depths of your soul to light the creative spark in you. Who can say which manifestation of true inspiration is better? They are all splendid, each in its own way, if only because they are inspired. (p. 189)

Strasberg, however, implored his students to temporarily become the character or situation being displayed, immersing one’s self in the realness of the part to have a visceral understanding of the life one was working to recreate artistically (Hirsch & Bell, 2014). Strasberg (1987) noted:

Only imaginary reality can be both created and, therefore, controlled by the actor…The task is for the actor to keep his attention centered on what he is doing, and to create the reality and truthfulness of each Imaginary object or experience. (p. 70)

A final common method is the Meisner Technique, which involved repetition and rehearsal of different emotions to the point that the emotion can be called upon like second nature when it is needed for a performance (Simon, 2018). Meisner concluded that:

…That’s repetition which leads to impulses…my approach is based on bringing the actor back to his emotional impulse and to acting that is firmly rooted in the instinctive. It is based on the fact that all good acting comes from the heart, as it were, and that there’s no mentality in it. (Meisner & Longwell, 1987, p. 36-37)

Therefore, performing artists are encouraged to rely on autobiographical information to inform the characters and moments they are creating, while engaging in repetition to make these responses spontaneous (Matchett & Mokwena, 2013).

A more contemporary vocal coach and performing arts instructor, Linklater (2006), developed several exercises that allows one to enhance their ability to project verbal expression. Linklater’s techniques, commonly called “the Linklater Voice,” are used by actors and vocal performers as a means of increased range and resonance. Performers are encouraged to be aware of their mouth positions, jaw and tongue tension, and vibrato, while also focusing on freeing their breathing to allow a natural awakening of expression. Performers are encouraged to open their mind, body, and breathing to expand their power and generate a controlled release. Through Linklater Voice training, performers find a decrease of inhibitions that hold them back from a full range of emotional expression. Linklater (2006) explains that, “The result of the work will be to produce a voice that is in direct contact with the emotional impulses, shaped by the intellect but not inhibited by it” (p.81). As a result, a
common occurrence for students using Linklater Voice training is to have a sudden and unexpected explosion of emotion, bring with it “memories and the monsters” (Linklater, 1997, p. 4).

Students with unresolved trauma may present emotions, cognitions, and physical symptoms as a result of their performance training that are unpleasant and challenging for the student and instructor. These techniques provide a platform for processing unresolved issues (Kelly, 2018); however, instructors of performing arts may be ill-equipped to deal with the manifestations. Lack of mental health training, time constraints, production demands, and the importance of keeping the group milieu intact limits instructors from giving emotional eruptions and problematic behaviors the individual time needed (Moore, 2016). However, due to the use of personal emotion in the development of artistry, there is no way to escape the rawness of students’ unresolved issues in training programs.

4. Performing Arts and Traumatic Healing

The idea that performing arts can be an avenue for healing has recently become more popular in trauma treatment settings (Barnett, 2018; Sees & Unrath, 2015; Sharma, 2014; Thomson & Jaque, 2011; Zerrudo, 2016). Innovative methods for treating complex trauma have shown that performing arts can provide a safe and supportive arena for trauma to be explored, replayed, retold, and understood from a different and more accurate perspective (Smigelsky & Neimeyer, 2018). Linklater (1997) stated, “…the voice is a powerful scrubber, with words an excellent cleaning agent. The right words are alchemical touchstones that can turn the deadly, poisonous lead of an abused and wounded childhood into the life-restoring gold of art” (p.4). Performing arts can allow the re-telling of a story from a detached viewpoint. This therapeutic space outside the pathology reduces anxiety and facilitates insight (Kelly, 2018). One can re-map the events of the trauma and find moments to intervene with new cognitions (Matchett & Mokwena, 2013). The moments where thinking errors entered and created negative perceptions can be re-processed and dissolved. Additionally, the event can be honored as part of one’s developmental life, while decreasing the power of the event over present-day behavior and perceptions (Palidofsky & Stolbach, 2012). This level of insight results from the involvement of a person on a physical, emotional, and cognitive level, and has the potential to be restorative and increase resiliency (Harden, et al., 2015; Sharma, 2014). Furthermore, the use of performing arts in traumatic healing can be vicarious—both for those providing the artistry and those witnessing it (Kerg, 2012; Scorgie et al., 2017; Sees & Unrath, 2015; Zerrudo, 2016). Therefore, if performing arts training programs and instructors could harness the benefits of artistry training to both expand depth in performance while also assisting students with unresolved trauma, potential negative consequences from dysfunctional coping skills could be decreased. This could potentially transform a student’s personal perspective and worldview in a positive manner that could increase positive health behaviors and emotional well-being, providing lifelong benefits. Especially for students who plan to make a career in performing arts, healthy resolution of trauma and toxic stress could increase efficacy in lifelong employment, performance efforts, and sustained positive coping skills.

5. Current Study and Method

During a 2018 research study involving the ACE scores of social work students at a Midwestern university, prevalence of trauma was noted in performing arts students. Because the initial sample of performing art students was quite small, additional data were collected that specifically targeted performing arts students. A separate International Review Board (IRB) application was created and approved by IRB Committee of the same Midwestern university in 2019. The institution is a 4-year university with a campus devoted specifically to performing arts, providing numerous undergraduate degrees in the areas of art and design, music, dance, and theater. As of 2018, the university provided educational services to 11,041 undergraduate students and 1,030 graduate students. The performing arts campus provided educational and performance services to 241 students in fall 2018.

In spring 2019, instructors from the performing arts campus were invited to participate in the ACE study. Junior and senior level courses were surveyed to help ensure that only dedicated majors participated in the survey. Students were shown a 5-minute video titled ACE Primer (Redford, 2015). The video provided students with an overview of what ACE scores are, the correlations between ACE scores and future health risks, and benefits of understanding one’s ACE score for proactive action. Psychometric properties of the ACE survey indicate it is a reliable and valid survey for retrospective events of child maltreatment (Bethell et al., 2017), and has an internal consistency score of 0.85 (Meinck et al., 2017). Participants circled a “yes” or “no” endorsement concerning the occurrence of each of the 10 ACE items before the age of 18. Additionally, participants were asked to answer six demographic questions concerning gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation, primary major, socio-economic background, and developmental setting before transitioning to college (rural, moderate size, urban). Participants were not offered an incentive and participation was voluntary.
Anonymity of participants was protected, and participants were debriefed following the survey. All students were provided with a fact sheet concerning ACE scores, where to find additional information concerning ACE scores, and contact information for the on-campus counselling center. Additionally, students were provided with the contact information for the lead researcher, a licensed clinical social worker in the state where the data were collected. The data from both studies (2018 and 2019) were merged and a total of 421 students participated in the study, 95 participants were performing arts students. Of the 421 surveys, 417 were used. A total of four surveys were purged due to incomplete data.

6. Variables and Measures

6.1. Dependent Variable, Student’s Major

Student’s major was the dependent variable used in analysis, which was coded to reflect (1) = students majoring in performing arts compared to (0) = all other majors. In the original survey, students were asked, “What is your primary major?” Of the 350 respondents, 16% (N=56) reported majoring in criminal justice, 23% (N=81) were social work majors, 5% (N=18) were computer science majors, 7% (N=24) of respondents indicated they were majoring in performing arts, 3% (N=12) reported majoring in accounting, 12% (N=42) reported that their major was in a STEM field, 7% (N=25) were nursing majors, 23% (N=82) of respondents identified as business, finance, or human resources majors, and 3% (N=10) of students reported majoring in sports management. Following the original survey, preliminary findings suggested a positive relationship between adverse childhood experiences and majoring in performing arts. Therefore, the following semester, an oversample of students majoring in performing arts was asked to participate in the survey. An additional 79 performing arts majors completed the survey (N=429).

6.2. Independent Variables, Adverse Childhood Experiences

Adverse childhood experiences were measured with the following ten indicators: (1) psychological abuse, (2) physical abuse, (3) sexual abuse, (4) emotional neglect, (5) physical neglect, (6) divorce, (7) mother or stepmother treated violently, (8) substance abuse, (9) mental illness, (10) household member incarcerated. Each adverse experience was coded individually as (1) = yes, experienced this form of abuse, neglect, or disruption or (0) = did not experience this form of abuse, neglect, or disruption. The analyses also included two additional measures of adverse childhood experiences. The first indicated whether students reported any of these categories, coded as: (1) = one or more adverse childhood experiences and (0) = no adverse childhood experiences. The second measured students’ total ACE scores, which ranged from zero to ten, with zero indicating that the student had not experienced any category of adversity and ten reflecting that the student had experienced each category of adversity.

6.3. Control Variables

Respondents in both the original study and the oversample were asked their gender and race/ethnicity, both of which were included in the analysis as dichotomous variables with males and white/non-Hispanic students as the omitted categories.

7. Analytic Strategy

Logistic regression was used to predict the binary outcome variable, likelihood of majoring performing arts from each of the individual ACE categories and the control variables, gender and race/ethnicity. Logistic regression is a statistical test that estimates the probability of an event occurring, which in this analysis, the event is whether or not a student will major in performing arts. Model 1 tests whether experiencing each individual ACE category predicts students’ likelihood of majoring in performing arts, and Model 2 adds the control variables to Model 1.

8. Results

Figure 1 shows the percentage of number of adverse childhood experiences among all majors compared to performing arts majors by categories. The categories include (1) no adverse childhood experiences, (2) one to two categories of adverse childhood experiences, (3) three to four categories of adverse childhood experiences, (4) five to six categories of adverse childhood experiences, and (5) seven or more categories of adverse childhood experiences. Among the sample of students not majoring in performing arts, approximately 37% reported no adverse childhood experiences compared to 16.5% of students majoring in performing arts. Nearly 34% of non-performing arts majors reported that they had experienced one to two categories of adverse childhood experiences compared to approximately 36% of the performing arts majors.
Approximately 15.6% of non-performing arts majors and 26.21% of performing arts majors indicated that they had experienced three to four categories of adverse childhood experiences. Almost 10% of non-performing arts majors and 17.5% of performing arts majors reported that they had experienced five to six categories of adverse childhood experiences. The category of seven or more adverse childhood experiences was similar among both non-performing arts majors (3.68%) and performing arts majors (3.88%).

Table 1 shows the average score for each ACE item (and the control variables) for the full sample (N=417), performing arts majors only (N=95), and all other majors (N=322). Pearson’s chi-square test was used to examine whether there was a statistically significant difference between each mean ACE score for performing arts majors compared to all other majors. This test evaluates the likelihood that any observed differences between each mean score occurred by chance. Among performing arts majors, nearly 49% percent of students reported experiencing psychological abuse compared to 27% of all other majors. The results indicate a p-value of .001, suggesting a high confidence-level (more than 99%) that the difference between the two means was not due to random chance.

Additionally, Table 1 shows that 40% of performing arts majors reported being the victim of emotional neglect compared to 18% of all other majors, (p ≤ .001). In terms of having a household member with a substance abuse issue, nearly 34% of performing arts majors reported that they lived with someone who was a problem drinker, alcoholic, or who used street drugs compared to almost 24% of all other majors (p ≤ .05). A little over 46% of performing arts majors indicated that a household member had been depressed, mentally ill, or attempted suicide during their childhood, while only 26% of all other majors indicated that they had this experience during childhood. This difference was statistically significant (p ≤ .001). There was not a statistically significant difference between students majoring in performing arts (9%) and all other majors (10%) in terms of having a household member go to prison.

Among performing arts majors, nearly 84% reported at least one adverse childhood experience compared to approximately 63% of all other majors (p ≤ .001). Students majoring in performing arts had an average total ACE score of 2.61 compared to 1.83 among all other majors, a difference that was statistically significant (p ≤ .01).
In terms of the control variables, among the full sample of respondents, 60% identified as female and 23.5% of students identified as a race/ethnicity other than white/non-Hispanic. Among performing arts majors, there was a higher percentage of female students (66%) and a lower percentage of non-white students (19.6%).

Table 1. Descriptive statistics and comparison of theater majors and all other majors’ prevalence of childhood exposure to abuse, neglect, and household dysfunction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
<th>Percentages</th>
<th>Theater Majors (only)</th>
<th>Other Majors</th>
<th>Pearson Chi-Square Test for Significance</th>
<th>Min-Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Full Sample</td>
<td>N=417</td>
<td>N=95</td>
<td>N=322</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theater Major</td>
<td></td>
<td>23.95</td>
<td>48.54</td>
<td>26.99</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological Abuse</td>
<td></td>
<td>32.17</td>
<td>48.54</td>
<td>26.99</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Abuse</td>
<td></td>
<td>15.85</td>
<td>15.53</td>
<td>15.95</td>
<td>.920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Abuse</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.75</td>
<td>19.42</td>
<td>11.96</td>
<td>.056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional Neglect</td>
<td></td>
<td>23.13</td>
<td>39.22</td>
<td>18.10</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Neglect</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.06</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>.288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorce</td>
<td></td>
<td>37.76</td>
<td>40.78</td>
<td>36.81</td>
<td>.469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother Treated Violently</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.11</td>
<td>12.75</td>
<td>7.98</td>
<td>.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substance Abuse</td>
<td></td>
<td>26.00</td>
<td>33.66</td>
<td>23.62</td>
<td>.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Illness</td>
<td></td>
<td>30.84</td>
<td>46.08</td>
<td>26.07</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incarceration</td>
<td></td>
<td>9.37</td>
<td>8.91</td>
<td>9.51</td>
<td>.857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any ACE Category Reported</td>
<td></td>
<td>67.83</td>
<td>83.50</td>
<td>62.88</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Total ACE Score</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
<td>60.33</td>
<td>66.34</td>
<td>58.46</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-White Students</td>
<td></td>
<td>23.53</td>
<td>19.61</td>
<td>24.77</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 presents the results from the logical regression analysis predicting the likelihood of majoring in performing arts from each of the ACE categories. Both Models 1 and 2 yield similar results. In the full model (Model 2), the results suggest that students who experienced psychological abuse were more likely to major in performing arts compared to their peers who had not experienced psychological abuse (.894; p-value < .01). This suggests that the odds of majoring in performing arts are 2.445 times higher for students who reported being the victim of psychological abuse. Additionally, Model 2 shows that students who reported being the victim of physical abuse were more likely to major in performing arts compared to students who did not report physical abuse (.887; p-value ≤ .05). The ACE category, sexual abuse was not statistically significant in predicting the likelihood of majoring in performing arts. The results also predict that students who indicated that they were the victim of emotional neglect were more likely to major in performing arts compared to students who were not the victim of emotional neglect (1.029; p-value ≤ .01), which suggests that the odds of majoring in performing arts are almost 2.8 times higher for students who reported being the victim of emotional neglect compared to students who did not indicate this adverse childhood experience. In addition, students who reported experiencing physical neglect were more likely to major in performing arts compared to students who did report prior experiences with physical neglect (-1.702; p ≤ .01).
The other ACE categories, including divorce, mother treated violently, substance abuse, mental illness, and incarceration were not statistically significant in predicting the likelihood of majoring in performing arts. The control variables, gender and race/ethnicity were not statistically significant in predicting students’ likelihood of majoring in performing arts.

Table 2. Additional Characteristics of Oversample of Theater Majors (N = 79)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sexual Preference</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straight</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>64.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gay</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lesbian</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisexual</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify Using Other Term</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Socioeconomic Status</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower class</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working class</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle class</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>42.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper middle class</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper class</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No response/missing</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Geographic Characteristics of Hometown</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small town</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>27.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate city</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>40.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large City</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No response/missing</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. Discussion

Due to the preliminary results of the first ACE research project focused on social work students, elevated ACE scores for performing arts majors were expected. However, when the second research study was conducted focusing just on performing arts students, the concentrations in emotional neglect, psychological abuse, and having a parent with mental illness were unexpected and noteworthy.

Emotional neglect occurs when a caregiver is unable or unwilling to provide a child’s basic needs (Zastrow et al., 2018). For the purposes of this paper, emotional neglect is the result of a caregiver’s inability to provide healthy emotional stimulation due to organic issues with the caregiver, such as struggling with unresolved trauma creating low maternal/paternal warmth, substance use disorder, mental health issues, developmental disability, and/or mental health issues. Poverty can also create considerable environmental issues that result in unintentional emotional neglect (Jin et al., 2018). Psychological abuse is purposeful maltreatment that is executed with the intention to harm and/or punish a child. Common categories of psychological maltreatment are rejection, isolation, terrorizing, ignoring, and corrupting a child (Zastrow et al., 2018). Both emotional neglect and psychological abuse have been correlated with negative sequelae in childhood, adolescence, and adulthood over all life domains (Majumdar et al., 2017). Perhaps growing up in an environment that lacks healthy and positive emotional supports causes a child to tap into his/her internal creativity as a coping technique and mode of escape. This type of defense mechanism fills in the missing gaps for a child emotionally and becomes refined through experience to be a source of esteem, talent, personal strength, and avenue for future career aspirations. Furthermore, witnessing mental health issues in a caregiver may inspire one’s imagination to create a private world where the child plays out how the script is supposed to go between the caregiver and the child, allowing meaningfulness through the pathology a child is powerless to change.
Development of coping skills, interest, and polished talents in performing arts as a healthy means of dealing with trauma demonstrates resiliency, which is one of the most effective techniques to counteract the damage of childhood adversity (Beutel et al., 2017).

Resiliency is often defined as the ability to bounce back after adversity (Koni et al., 2019). Another way of looking at this personality trait is devising new, different, or alternatively effective methods to function despite highly adverse situations (Jackson-Cherry & Erford, 2018). Therefore, children who are exposed to emotional neglect, psychological abuse, and the manifestations of a caregiver struggling with mental health issues may be drawn to cognitive creativity as a means of resilience. Additionally, this may be why the use of performing arts has been found to be helpful in processing and healing unresolved issues of trauma, as these same internal systems are stimulated to emotionally and cognitively unravel and correct long-standing issues of maltreatment. Children are powerless in situations of emotional neglect, psychological abuse, and having a parent with mental illness. Using cognitive creativity and developing resiliency is a means of regaining power over one’s life, if only in one’s private world. The use of performing arts allows some to correct or make sense of these issues in their internal world, which can translate into external originality, especially in the form of performing arts. If this method of resilience becomes developed and honed, either through encouragement or sheer engagement, it can become a source of lifelong interest (Faccio et al., 2013; Leather & Kewley, 2019).

If preparatory programs recognize that some of their students have experienced adverse childhood experiences, do they have an obligation to address these issues as part of students’ training? Implications for programs are significant. Instructors are not necessarily trained to process unresolved traumatic issues, nor does the rigor of the program allow for such time-involved endeavors. Program-level practical and logistical responses would be to provide dedicated counsellors to performing arts students at a free or reduced charge. Furthermore, these counsellors should be provided with specialized cross training in trauma-informed care, the uniqueness of performing arts programs, and the demands of performance training to be more effective with struggling students. If having a dedicated counsellor is not realistic, perhaps a block of reserved sessions with the on-campus counselling office or with a local social service provider could be achieved. Additional ideas would be to provide group counselling services for students. Some programs may make support services available to students on a voluntary basis, while other programs might require participation as part of advanced training for performing arts majors. Education and awareness of ACEs and sequela of trauma should also be discussed with performing arts students, to increase students reaching out for assistance and being supportive performers to each other.

Additionally, performing arts instructors should receive regular training on how to best help students struggling with unresolved traumatic material that may be surfacing as a direct result of exercises, methods training, or performance pieces. Unresolved issues resulting from childhood trauma have been correlated with increased involvement in high-risk behaviors, negative relationship with loved ones, conflict with authority figures, and educational/employment problems (Boatwright & Midcalf, 2019; Felitti et al., 1998; LaMotte et al., 2019; Longman-Mills & Mitchell, 2017; Reinbergs & Fefer, 2018). Excessive conflicts in any of these life domains has the potential to derail any performing arts student, regardless of talent. Preparatory programs are tasked with training students to be the best at their craft, while also being able to make a living with their artistry in the real world.

Therefore, if performing arts programs and instructors desire long-term sustainability in the job market for their students, addressing unresolved trauma could be a long-term strategy to ensure overall success and wellbeing.

One lingering question to consider is, if unresolved trauma is a well to dip from for artistic emotion, will reconciliation decrease the artists ability to relate to characters, themes, and visions of artistic mediums? Fortunately, the Stanislavski, Strasberg, Meisner, and Linklaster methods provide insight into the relationship between emotions and performing arts. All these methods encourage the deepening of one’s emotional repertoire and using personal experiences to create characters and aura in presentations. Additionally, the exploration, processing, and reflection of the emotional work provides the artist with increased control and command. It would be difficult for performing arts programs to increase students’ artistic skills without a focus on emotional work. Consequently, it is unlikely instructors can prepare performing arts students without unearthing unresolved issues of childhood adversity and trauma. Therefore, the most pragmatic approach would be to equip students with an understanding of the relationship between unresolved trauma and negative outcomes. Students should also be aware of the benefits of post-traumatic growth, resiliency, and being intentional with the adoption of productive coping skills for positive physical and emotional health trajectories. Additionally, programs should develop supports for students and instructors to assist with harnessing trauma and its destructiveness, while salvaging its potential creativity.
10. Limitations

Although these findings reveal important implications for performing arts programs, there are also limitations that should be considered. First, the study of trauma and future outcomes indicates consistent results, but also endless possible outcomes (Brew et al., 2018). Due to personal experiences, perceptions of traumatic events, personality factors, temperaments, and several other nuances, no two people experience trauma in the same manner. It is also difficult to separate the effects of trauma and poverty on future outcomes (Francis et al., 2018). Therefore, it is difficult to separate the effects of trauma, personal factors, lower socioeconomic status, and resulting outcomes. Additionally, the overall sample is small (n = 95), making the results of this study primary. Future research should draw from a larger sample with increased diversity of socioeconomic background to delineate correlational relationships.

Second, because of the emotional work that performing arts majors engage in as part of their training, ACE scores for this population might be artificially inflated. Performing arts students are regularly encouraged to engage in reflection of emotions, using past adversities to understand character development and/or the emotional aura of a piece, thereby increasing their empathic skills, overall reach, and depth as a performer. Therefore, this makes the sample vulnerable to increased sensitivity to identification of past childhood traumatic events and inflated results.

Finally, the data for this research venture was based in the United States, and all participants identified as Americans. This creates potential limitations to the generalizability of the results. Training courses and students in other countries may experience different preparation methods, cultural underpinnings, and instructor influences that would generate different outcomes and implications for their individual preparatory programs. Research with larger and more diverse performing arts programs globally would yield stronger results, implications for preparatory programs, and methods to increase program efficacy.

11. Conclusion and Future Research

The awareness of ACEs and how unresolved adversities can potentially affect all life domains has caused more and more social institutions to appreciate the presence of trauma in people’s lives. Preparatory programs for performing arts have long recognized a connection between emotion and quality of performance. Additionally, the idea that those attracted to performing arts might have unresolved trauma in their lives and are attracted to performing arts to exercise their emotional demons is not new to instructors. However, instructors may lack the skills, training, and time to effectively deal with emotional distress of students. Programs often struggle to deal with resulting harmful effects from attempts to engage students in emotional aptitude that evokes negative, toxic, and/or out of control emotional baggage and behaviors. Preparatory programs should recognize their responsibility to students with unresolved trauma and the inexorable surfacing of difficult emotions involved in the training of performing arts students.

Future research studies should further investigate the connection between ACEs, concentrations of trauma, and interest in performing arts. Additional research concerning coping skills that are most effective with performing arts students and ways preparatory programs can best support students are also needed. Preparatory programs should take advantage of this developmental period to use training methods and performance exercises to provide students with opportunities for intentional post-traumatic growth and the adoption of positive coping skills. Appropriate supports and specific interventions can provide students with the education and skills needed for their performing art, while also increasing their longevity in the field, success as a professional performer, and personal well-being.
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